A toxicological interaction may be defined as a condition in which exposure to two or more chemicals results in a qualitatively or quantitatively altered biological response relative to that predicted from the action of a single chemical. Such multiple-chemical exposures may be simultaneous or sequential in time and the altered response may be greater or smaller in magnitude (1, 2) . The question of how the risk to health of exposure to a combination of chemicals compares to the estimated risk from exposure to each alone may be approached in several ways. The existing literature may be searched for laboratory, clinical or epidemiological studies that deal specifically with exposures to the combinations of chemicals in question. Laboratory and/or epidemiological studies may be initiated to specifically test for interactive effects of specific combinations of chemicals when and if concern for a specific joint exposure arises. Knowledge of the toxicokinetic and toxicodynamic characteristics of individual chemicals may be used to make judgements of the potential for altered health risk arising from specific combined exposure situations. All three of these have several limitations in any problem area dealing with potential exposures to numerous and diverse chemicals. The number of possible combinations of exposures is multiplicative as the list of individual chemicals of concern grows. Furthermore, the permutation of time considerations (that is; simultaneous, separate but close in time or far in time, repeated or single exposures to multiple chemicals) greatly complicates the design of studies for assessment of interactions.
As for the first approach, that of literature search for interaction data, there are few reports of When exposures occur simultaneously or very close in time, the likelihood that toxicological interactions will occur, is very likely to be dependent upon competition between chemicals for sites of absorption, biotransformation, actions and excretion. The concentration of each potentially interacting compound within the organism and their relative binding affinities and/or intrinsic activities will be most important.
However, when exposure to different chemicals are separate in time, the biological half-life of each chemical or its metabolites, the duration of binding to tissue macromolecules and the rate of repair of injury may all assume greater importance as mechanisms of toxicological interaction, than affinity and intrinsic activity.
Frequency
The frequency of exposure can also be a determinant of whether or not toxicological interactions will occur. Obviously, the more often exposure to a chemical occurs, the greater the statistical probability it will occur in the presence or close in time to exposure to another, possibly interacting, chemical 
Conclusion
The prediction of the likelihood of increased risk due to multichemical exposures will require detailed information concerning each of the components. Investigators studying single chemicals should be encouraged to collect the kind of data that will allow a biomathematical/kinetic approach for obtaining a first approximation of the likelihood of one compound interacting toxicologically with another. Considerable validation ofthis approach will be required before it can be used for definitive decisions regard-ing increased risk of multichemical exposure. However, increased emphasis on understanding cellular mechanisms and chemical disposition of single chemicals should provide the basic data necessary to test the hypothesis that toxicological interactions are predictable with reasonable accuracy from appropriate quantitative data on each component of a mixture. Thus, creative application of data obtained in the molecular toxicology laboratory may enable us to examine the "laundry list" of chemicals from varied dump sites and make reasonable predictions as to whether there is increased health risk because of likelihood of toxicological interactions.
